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[1] River deltas and alluvial fans have channelization and deposition dynamics that are not entirely understood, but which dictate the evolution of landscapes of great social, economic, and ecologic value. Our lack of a process-based understanding of fan dynamics hampers our ability to construct accurate prediction and hazard models, leaving these regions vulnerable. Here we describe the growth of a series of experimental alluvial fans composed of a noncohesive grain mixture bimodal in size and density. We impose conditions that simulate a gravel/sand fan prograding into a static basin with constant water and sediment influx, and the resulting fans display realistic channelization and avulsion dynamics. We find that we can describe the dynamics of our fans in terms of a few processes: (1) an avulsion sequence with a timescale dictated by mass conservation between incoming flux and deposit volume; (2) a tendency for flow to reoccupy former channel paths; and (3) bistable slopes corresponding to separate entrainment and deposition conditions for grains. Several important observations related to these processes are: an avulsion timescale that increases with time and decreases with sediment feed rate; fan lobes that grow in a self-similar, quasi-radial pattern; and channel geometry that is adjusted to the threshold entrainment stress. We propose that the formation of well-defined channels in noncohesive fans is a transient phenomenon resulting from incision following avulsion, and can be directly described with dual transport thresholds. We present a fairly complete, process-based description of the mechanics of avulsion and its resulting timescale on our fans. Because the relevant dynamics depend only on threshold transport conditions and conservation of mass, we show how results may be directly applied to field-scale systems.


1. Introduction and Background

1.1. Fans and Deltas

[2] On deltas and alluvial fans, high population densities, broad ecological diversity, and valuable hydrocarbon reservoirs make understanding the underlying deposits and patterns of sedimentation and flooding a matter of public interest [Neill and Deegan, 1986; Svitski et al., 2005; Reddy et al., 2008]. The ability to forecast fan behavior is especially needed today for predicting the effects of human-induced changes to environmental variables that control fan evolution, such as upstream reduction in sediment supply due to damming, restriction of natural flooding processes by artificial levees, or sea level rise, as these changes may affect the likelihood of flooding and catastrophic avulsions [Törnqvist, 1994; Svitski and Saito, 2007; Svitski et al., 2009]. Deltas forming at the borders between rivers and seas, and alluvial fans between mountains and valleys, are two types of fans. They are distinguished in that due to the nature of their respective sediment sources and boundary conditions, alluvial fans often have steeper slopes and coarser, less cohesive sediment, and deltas have an additional base level dependence on the sea. They are however similar at the broader scale of channelized depositional systems. The process dynamics studied in this paper are common to both systems, but are perhaps more explicitly targeted toward alluvial fans because of the noncohesive sediment, steeper slopes, and lack of a dynamic dependence on sea level.

[3] Experiments and models are useful tools for the study of fan evolution, because in a controlled setting, boundary conditions can be specified and manipulated. Also, because of the decrease in spatial scale from most fans in nature to the laboratory, the temporal scale of their evolution decreases accordingly, and we can observe the establishment and growth of fans in the space of days or hours. Experimental fans have been studied under a variety of boundary conditions, such as tectonic tilting, variable subsidence, and sea level rise [e.g.,
Whipple et al., 1998; Cazanacli et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2006b; Kim and Jerolmack, 2008; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Nicholas et al., 2009]. The applicability of the small-scale experimental approach to geomorphic problems has gained acceptance in recent years, as it has been shown that many landscape dynamics do not depend on details of the fluid flow; therefore, the rigorous hydrodynamic similarity that is not generally feasible between experiment and field is less important than a similarity of process [Paola et al., 2009; Malverti et al., 2008; LaJeunesse et al., 2010a]. In this spirit, though our experiments are not meant to reproduce the exact fluid forces in the field, we scale aspects of them in order to study avulsion, the process of large-scale channel jumping, which we will argue is mechanically similar at the experimental scale.

In this paper, we will detail the evolution of a set of experimental alluvial fans, with a focus on understanding the mechanics of the avulsion process. We will argue that the volume to be filled within an avulsion cycle, which determines the avulsion timescale for a given sediment feed rate, can be described in terms of a separation in slopes, and we will relate this slope separation to a separation in entrainment and distraiment stresses for grains.

1.2. Channel Dynamics

[5] Avulsion. To first order, fan evolution can be understood in terms of one-dimensional, radially symmetric growth, as the dispersal of incoming sediment on encountering a slope break or after a loss of confinement. Fans can be treated in this broadly averaged spatial manner if they are examined on the order of appropriately broad, geologic timescales [Parker et al., 1998a; Swenson et al., 2000]. The convergence of fan growth toward this radial model at long timescales is accomplished via a rich two-dimensional story of channel formation, migration and abandonment on intermediate timescales [e.g., Hoyal and Sheets, 2009]. This includes the process of avulsion. Because channels are the conduits for water and sediment, sediment deposits more rapidly both within the channel and in the vicinity of the channel than on the surrounding floodplain, and floodplain deposition decreases rapidly with distance from the channel [Pizzuto, 1987; Slingerland and Smith, 2004; Aalto et al., 2008]. This process slowly elevates the channel floor and banks with respect to the floodplain—so-called ‘superelevation’—until the steeper slope over the floodplain strongly favors the channel’s taking an alternate path [Wells and Dorr, 1987; Smith et al., 1989; Brizga and Finlayson, 1990; Mohrig et al., 2000]. Recent studies of experimental fans show that channels may also avulse with little or no superelevation, due to upstream-migrating waves of aggradation (‘backfilling’) that result from progradation [Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Reitz et al., 2010]. Regardless of whether superelevation or backfilling is the process driving avulsion, avulsion frequency appears to be related to the time it takes to fill a channel with sediment. For a given channel depth, the avulsion timescale is then expected to scale with the depth divided by the rate of aggradation [Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007]. Records of periods of increased aggradation rate confirm a positive relationship between avulsion frequency and aggradation rate for both natural [Törnqvist, 1994; Stouthamer and Berendsen, 2001; Jain and Sinha, 2003] and experimental systems [Bryant et al., 1995; Ashworth et al., 2004].

A few experimental studies have focused on the steps of the avulsion process. One set of experiments used a cohesive sediment mixture in an attempt to mimic the effects of fine grains in nature on limiting bank erosion and re-entrainment of deposited grains [Martin et al., 2009; Edmonds et al., 2009; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009]. These studies described an avulsion cycle: Upon avulsing to a new location, a channel is cut into the fan surface, stabilizes, and progrades the shoreline for some time. After a lobe is deposited at the shoreline, deposition within the channel begins at the shore, and a wave of deposition (‘backfilling’) progresses up the fan surface toward the inlet. When the filling channel can no longer contain the flow, water spills over the general surface in a ‘finding phase’. The water selects a new route, into which it then focuses [Schumm et al., 1987; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Edmonds et al., 2009]. Clarke et al. [2010] built a series of experimental fans from a noncohesive sediment mixture; though the primary mechanism of channel movement was lateral migration, they also observed some avulsions that followed this sequence. Reitz et al. [2010] observed the avulsion sequence in fans with noncohesive, bimodal sediment and proposed a mass-conserving relation to predict the avulsion timescale as a function of sediment feed rate and channel geometry.

[7] Reoccupation. The tendency of rivers to reoccupy former paths has been observed repeatedly in the field and in stratigraphic records of channel movement [Mohrig et al., 2000; Jain and Sinha, 2003; Aslan et al., 2005]. Aslan et al. [2005] proposed that channel reoccupation occurs because previous channels provide ready paths across the floodplain, and because the less cohesive sediments deposited within channels are more easily eroded than the muds and silts of the floodplain. Though these ideas are supported by field observations, they are contrary to original assumptions that previous channels act as topographic repellers because the channel’s elevation above the floodplain would make it more difficult to reoccupy [Leeder, 1978; Allen, 1978]. Channel reoccupation was also observed in a numerical model of fan growth by avulsion, in which avulsion was aggregation-driven and water followed a steepest-descent path [Jerolmack and Paola, 2007]. In a previous paper, we reported various measurements of our experimental fans that indicated channel reoccupation, and presented results of a cellular model that explored channel dynamics in terms of the competition between reoccupation and processes that erase the memory of old channels [Reitz et al., 2010]. We found that reoccupation dynamics were similar to a system in which path selection occurs as a random walk to the shoreline, but channels reoccupy previous paths if they intersect.

[8] Channel reoccupation is a dynamic that has now been observed in the field, in experiments, and in models, but the potential of this knowledge to improve our understanding of bulk fan behavior remains largely untapped.

2. Problem Statement and Hypotheses

[9] In this section, we will present background on three motivations for the key hypothesis we will explore in this paper. Our exploration of fan channels indicates that we have stable channels with local geometries out of equilibrium with the incoming sediment flux, which leads us to propose an explanation in terms of a previously described
separation in entrainment and distrainment stresses. The analogue between this separation and the distinction between dynamic and static angles of repose in dry granular systems then leads us to hypothesize that the avulsion sequence on fans is primarily driven by a similar slope fluctuation, resulting from the separation in entrainment and distrainment stresses due to nonuniform transport conditions on fans.

2.1. Fan Channels and Thresholds

[10] Because many processes on fans are carried out by channels, understanding channel properties and mechanisms of formation and sediment distribution is an integral part of understanding fan evolution. The transport of grains by water is controlled by stress on the bed, which is partly determined by channel geometry, and transport is in turn responsible for determining the geometry of these channels. Though this interdependence of sediment transport and channelization is complex and not entirely understood, solutions for stable channel depths and widths in equilibrium with incoming sediment and water fluxes have been proposed for various boundary conditions with varying degrees of success [Parker, 1978; Dade and Friend, 1998; Savenije, 2003; Eaton et al., 2004; Diaz et al., 2008]. However, the application of these equilibrium frameworks to systems with heavy spatial and temporal variations in deposition/erosion rates, such as the avulsing channels on fans, may not be justified.

[11] As previously described, for a large part of the avulsion cycle defined in Section 1.2, the upper reach of the channel acts mostly as a sediment bypass system, as deposition begins at the shoreline and the channel slowly backfills; only toward the end of the avulsion cycle does significant deposition occur in the upper reaches and at the apex [Schumm et al., 1987; Hooke and Dorn, 1992; Goedhart and Smith, 1998; Hoyal and Sheets, 2009; Clarke et al., 2010; Reitz et al., 2010]. In order for the geometry of this upper bypass reach to be stable, as it generally is in nature and experiment, the stress on the grains of its bed and banks must be at or below the critical Shields stress for their initiation of motion. The requirement that upper-reach channels must also transport incoming grains of the same type as the grains lining the bed and banks runs up against the ‘canal paradox.’ This paradox lies in the apparent inability of a below-threshold channel (as canals are designed) to be able to transport the same type of grains as composes their bed and banks, because this transport would require a stress on the bed in excess of the critical stress for initiation of motion. As a result of this excess, the grains on the bed in the channel center where flow is strongest would be transported; then, grains on the banks would roll down the new gradient to the center. This process would widen the channel unstably [Hirano, 1973; Parker, 1978]. Parker [1978] describes one solution to this paradox, in which a turbulent momentum gradient from the center to the bank of the channel drives a modification of the distribution of stress, which allows banks to be stable (below stress threshold), while the bed is mobile (above threshold). This solution explains well the organization of natural equilibrium gravel bedded streams able to transport grains.

[12] We hypothesize another solution to the paradox, applicable to situations in which channels are not in equilibrium, where there is strong physical justification for separating the behavior of the incoming grain population from that of the embedded grains of the bed and banks.

2.2. Separate Entrainment and Distrainment Stresses

[13] Equilibrium channel theory makes an important assumption, which we posit is violated in systems that exhibit strong spatial or temporal variations in deposition, such as channels on fans. The assumption is that grains in motion will immediately distrain (cease moving as bed load and deposit) from the flow upon experiencing a Shields stress that drops below the critical stress for grain entrainment. There is however experimental evidence that grain entrainment and distrainment stresses can be distinct. The separation was reported in the grain-scale studies of saltation presented by Ancey et al. [2002], where they write the following description:

[14] “...When a particle was primarily at rest, it could be set in motion by increasing the flow rate beyond a critical value \( q_1 \), but if we then decreased the flow rate, we had to drop it to a value \( q_2 < q_1 \) for the motion to cease. The two limits for the threshold of motion reflect a kind of hysteretic behavior of the particle … This hysteretic behavior is fairly well understood in the context of grain avalanches … where it has been shown that, for the trapping effect of the roughness to be efficient, the kinetic energy of the particle must be low” [Ancey et al., 2002, p. 6].

[15] In the context of a channel organized to an entrainment threshold, there can be a regime in which the stress on the grains on the bed can have a value lower than the entrainment stress, so that the channels are stable, but higher than the distrainment stress, so that moving particles are transported through. The stress lag is a result of the kinetic energy of the moving grains, and also due to their experiencing a greater drag force and having fewer frictional contacts than static grains in a packed bed. We expect this regime to have non-negligible effects in geomorphic systems with strong spatial or temporal changes in transport conditions. We hypothesize that this applies to alluvial fans because of the strong change in conditions over the fan from the feeder canyon to the valley floor, with a stress lag resulting from the incoming high-momentum grains requiring some time and space to adjust to local transport conditions. At a given local point on the fan, the stress required to entrain a grain from a bed can therefore be distinct (higher) from the stress that will allow the incoming moving grains to be transported through. By invoking separate entrainment and distrainment conditions for grains, we find that there exists a natural solution for stable canal geometries able to transport grains.

2.3. Dynamic and Static Angles of Repose

[16] The idea of a separation between grain entrainment and distrainment stresses is strongly preceded by similar dynamics observed in the avalanche hysteresis of dry granular systems, as mentioned in the Ancey et al. [2002] quote.

[17] The movement of grains down dry granular piles takes qualitatively different forms depending on the stress at which the pile is agitated. At higher levels of imposed stress, a layer of grains is induced to travel continuously, at a rate which increases as a power law with stress in excess of a critical value, in a manner reminiscent of common bed load formulations [e.g., Bogold, 1980; Rajchenbach, 1990]. In the lower regime of imposed stress, sediment moves intermittently via recurring avalanches. An avalanche event initiates when the ‘static angle of repose,’ above which grains are able to spontaneously roll, is exceeded; a runaway
mobilization loosens a layer of grains, which fall and settle at a lower, ‘dynamic angle of repose’. Dry granular piles can have aperiodic, power law distributions of avalanche sizes, described by the framework of self-organized criticality [Bak et al., 1987; Tang and Bak, 1988; Grumbacher et al., 1993; Frette et al., 1996]. They can also display periodic avalanche behavior, in which the volume of the loosed granular layer is systematically constrained in some way; the transition between these two avalanche size behaviors has been shown to depend on parameters such as grain sphericity, system size, and characteristics of the base of the pile [Held et al., 1990; Rosendahl et al., 1993; Evesque et al., 1993; Althuhler et al., 2001]. As grains continue to be fed into the system, they fill the volume set by the difference between the static and dynamic angles, gradually backfilling from the bottom of the pile upward, until reaching the static angle and becoming once again susceptible to an avalanche [Jaeger et al., 1989; Rajchenbach, 1990; Buchholtz and Pöschel, 1994; Daerr and Douady, 1999]. This sequence of abrupt avalanching followed by gradual filling results in a series of asymmetric slope fluctuations.

[18] Several of these dynamics of dry granular piles are suggestive of analogies in the systems of deltas and alluvial fans, which are also growing piles of sediment. The water that distributes sediment on fans facilitates its movement by exerting a fluid drag that supplies momentum; the slope expected for a fluid-sheared, channelized pile of sand is therefore much lower than for a dry (or completely submerged) pile. However, they each tend toward predictable and analogous values: the static angle of repose of a dry pile of sand is just below the slope at which grains would roll, and the slopes of natural streams are organized such that grains are close to the critical Shields stress for their initiation of motion [Parker et al., 1998a; Devauchelle et al., 2011]. Typical critical Shields stress values for grains under water are \( \tau^* \approx 0.05 \) for turbulent flow, or have been reported as high as \( \tau^* \approx 0.3 \) for laminar flow [Yalin and Karahan, 1979; Buffington and Montgomery, 1997; Lobkovsky et al., 2007].

2.4. Hypothesis: Avulsion and a Separation Between Entrainment and Distrainment Slopes

[19] Our key hypothesis is that distinct entrainment and distrainment threshold stresses are expressed on fans in a corresponding slope separation, analogous to the difference between dynamic and static angles of repose in dry systems. We propose that the avulsion sequence of cutting a channel down to entrainment conditions, and filling it by distrainment of grains from the fan margin backward, corresponds to these two slope conditions. Though slope varies with shear stress but not always in a 1:1 relationship, we cast our arguments in terms of slopes because the slope is the value that in the end most affects the volume being filled within an avulsion cycle. Though the slope associated with distraining grains will likely change as the filling channel forces a wider and shallower flow, the particular slope relevant for setting lobe geometry and formulating the total volume to be filled is the lowest one associated with initial distrainment of grains from the canal-type channel; this is the ‘distrainment slope’ to which we will refer in this paper. Consequences of these distinct thresholds are: (1) bypassed sediment from the upper channel deposits at the fan margin to build lower-slope lobes at the distrainment threshold, and then backfills from the shoreline to the apex, resulting in the documented qualitative avulsion sequence; (2) avulsion timescale is governed by the volume to fill the wedge between critical slopes, and is expected to increase with time and decrease with sediment feed rate; (3) incised channels organize their geometry to that of a stable canal at the entrainment threshold; (4) bulk slope fluctuations will exhibit a pattern similar to that seen for dry granular avalanching; (5) fan slope is insensitive to changes in sediment supply; and (6) the circular distrainment lobes at the shoreline grow in a self-similar manner for reoccupying lobes. In this paper, we quantify and test these predictions using experimental data and simple analytical modeling, and we find strong support for them.

3. Methods

3.1. Experimental Set-Up

[20] Our experimental fans were built in response to a steady input of \( 10^{-6} \) m³/s sediment and \( 5 \cdot 10^{-5} \) m³/s water. We chose these input values to have a sediment to water ratio safely in the fluvial, rather than debris-flow, regime, and to have the ratio roughly comparable to other experiments [e.g., Sheets et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2006a]; the absolute input values were determined by limitations on our control of water and sediment feed rates. The water and sediment were mixed in a funnel and input as a point source at the center of one end of a 1 m width \( \times 3 \) m length \( \times 1 \) m depth tank (Figure 1). The height of the fan was not constrained, so that it was free to aggrade with time through the experiment. Because the inertia of incoming grains from canyons onto alluvial fans is a key dynamic factor in nature, we did not attempt to suppress all the inertia of our incoming grains;
indeed, we will explicitly address the role played by inertia in our interpretation of the mechanics of avulsion. The method of sediment input did not seem to introduce inertial effects that were excessive to the point of voiding the analogy between the dynamics on our fans and the dynamics on natural fans; we once however tried a different set-up in which sediment was introduced via a ramp, which would have mitigated effects of excessive inertia, but the dynamics and slopes observed were the same as with the funnel method. There was a constant level of 3 cm standing water in the base of the tank, a value resulting from the height of the outlet drain. The boundary of our study area was sufficiently far from the water-sediment interface that the 3 cm value did not impact our analysis. Many alluvial fans in southwest USA exhibit a grain size distribution split between cobbles/gravel, which make up the bed of the steep upper portions of fans, and sand, which deposits on the floodplain, and also on the upper portions of the fan in increasing fractions downfan [Kodoma, 1994; Stock et al., 2008]. We simulated this bimodality using two materials that have approximately the same mobility difference as gravel and sand: black 2 mm granite with a density of 3.00 g/cm$^3$, and white 0.3 mm plastic with a density of 1.15 g/cm$^3$. The aspect of natural bimodality we sought to emulate with this mixture was a separation between populations traveling in suspension and as bed load; we used a Rouse number equivalence, which we discuss in Section 3.2.

[21] Keeping the volumetric water and sediment discharge constant, we varied the relative grain fractions, with values of 5% and 20% granite by volume; we refer to these runs in this paper as R5 and R20, respectively. The strong bimodality of our grain size distribution resulted in strong segregation in their deposition. The coarse grains traveled exclusively as bed load and deposited first to build a steep slope; after an abrupt transition, the suspended fine plastic grains settled to a shallower slope (Figure 2). The channel dynamics analyzed in this paper took place on the upper, coarse part of the fan. The boundary between these coarse and fine deposit volumes is analogous to the shoreline of a river delta, or the gravel-sand transition seen in natural rivers [e.g., Sambrook Smith and Ferguson, 1995] and, we argue, on many natural fans. The presence of fine grains in the coarse deposit served the purpose of filling pore spaces, so that water flowed overland, rather than through the deposit; we found that volumetric fine fractions of less than 80% resulted in non-negligible water infiltration. Fine grains also deposited as an inert dusting on the coarse surface where flow over an area was slow and shallow. The surface fraction of fine grains increased downfan in a manner similar to sand on natural fans [Stock et al., 2008].

[22] The coarse fans built until they reached the width of the tank, so the final deposits had a diameter of about 1 m. Because sea level was constant and sediment was being constantly introduced, the fans were growing in size throughout the experiments. After an initial spin-up time, the fans settled into a ‘dynamic equilibrium’, in which the studied avulsion processes were regular; all of our quantitative measurements, except for our continuous shoreline mapping, were taken within this regime. R5 lasted ~25 h and R20 lasted ~15 h. Because the two fans behaved similarly, we focused on the dynamics within one run, R20, for much of our analysis. R5 was also analyzed to test the dependence of observed dynamics on sediment feed rate.

[23] Our primary form of data collection was aerial images taken every 2 min. We also used an Acuity AccuRange AR700 laser with a vertical resolution of ±~1 mm to take full topographic scans 2–3 times per run. These scans were taken when the water was turned off, with a downstream
resolution of 2.5 cm per point and a transverse resolution of \(\sim 0.4\) cm per point. In one run we repeated the topographic scan of a single cross-section every 5 min.

### 3.2. Experimental Scaling

[24] Researchers often try to match either the Reynolds or the Froude number between systems, in the attempt to create similar transport conditions between experimental and natural scales. Our experimental channels have subcritical Froude numbers (Table 1) that are reasonable for alluvial rivers and delta channels, but conflict with some alluvial fan studies that observed supercritical flow, so that in this aspect, our experiments may not be directly scalable to natural fans [Rahn, 1967; Beaumont and Oberlander, 1971]. However, because our process arguments are focused on bulk grain mechanics that are not likely to depend strongly on Froude-related hydrodynamics, a conflict in Froude scaling would be acceptable for the purposes of our study. Our Reynolds numbers are around 800 (Table 1), so our channels are likely in a transitional regime between laminar and turbulent flow [Peakall et al., 1996; Lajeunesse et al., 2010a]. Either turbulent or laminar flow is acceptable for the study of our chosen problem. If flow is turbulent, then ‘Reynolds-number independence’ allows for the comparison between our channels and natural channels, which are also turbulent, but at much higher Reynolds numbers [Paola et al., 2009]. It is also acceptable if flow is laminar, because it has been demonstrated that the fundamental processes of bed load transport are similar between laminar and turbulent flows [Malverti et al., 2008; Lajeunesse et al., 2010b].

[25] For the scaling of our experiments, we focus more on certain aspects relevant for transport and pattern formation: the separation between coarse populations traveling as bed load and fine populations in suspension, in support of an equilibrium value, and the separation of scales that allows studies of avulsion to overlook smaller-scale processes that are more sensitive to scaling issues. An appropriate scale parameter for grain mobility is the Rouse number; we find Rouse similarity (Table 2) between channelized flows in our experiments and on the natural alluvial fans reported by Stock et al. [2008]. The fine grain populations of plastic in our experimental fans and sand on natural fans are in the fully suspended regime in each system, while coarse populations are in the pure-bed load transport regime; we observe this separation during the experiments. Another scale-independent similarity that we propose between channels on our experimental fans and channels in nature is an adjustment to a near-threshold state in terms of slope and channel geometry in order to pass the imposed coarse-grain load. Though there is evidence of such organization for natural inland bed load channels, which prompts the use of this assumption in alluvial fan modeling scenarios [Parker et al., 1998a], testing of this assumption for the case of channels on fans has shown mixed support [Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007; Stock et al., 2008]. We will however use this assumption in our analysis, and interpret that a correspondence in threshold organization between our fans and natural fans results from the mechanics of similarly driven avulsion sequences. Finally, we argue that because the dynamics of avulsion act across broad time and space scales and are driven by mass conservation, they will not depend strongly on details of within-channel transport. Because of this separation of scales, avulsion mechanics can be studied somewhat independently of potentially unscaleable processes that influence smaller time and space scales [Paola et al., 2009; Reitz et al., 2010].

### 3.3. Methods of Analysis

[26] Image processing. Most of our analysis was done via image processing, using the NIH-developed software ImageJ. By taking the difference between successive images, we could isolate the areas of change on the fan, which corresponded to water locations because of moving water, grains, and bubbles (Figure 3b). Then, by thresholding and blurring these differenced images, we converted these images to binary maps of water location (Figure 3c). The black and white colors of our grains also let us easily discern grain sorting patterns.

### Table 1. Summary of Parameters and Measured Quantities of Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(Q_w) (cm³/s)</th>
<th>(Q_s) (cm³/s)</th>
<th>(Q_{s,fne}) (cm³/s)</th>
<th>(h) (cm)</th>
<th>(B) (cm)</th>
<th>(S)</th>
<th>(u) (cm/s)</th>
<th>(Fr)</th>
<th>(Re)</th>
<th>(\tau^*)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>896</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>799</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Water flux \(Q_{s,fne}\), coarse sediment flux \(Q_s\), average measured channel depth \(h\), average measured channel width \(B\), bulk measured slope \(S\), estimate of water velocity \(u\) from continuity equation, calculated Froude number \(Fr\), calculated Reynolds number \(Re\), and calculated dimensionless stress on bed \(\tau^*\). All measurements of these quantities (and of quantities in other tables) were taken after the equilibrium slope had been established and the avulsion dynamics had become regular.

### Table 2. Comparison of Rouse Numbers of Grain Size Populations Between Natural Alluvial Fans and Our Experimental Fans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(h) (cm)</th>
<th>(S)</th>
<th>(Ro, \text{sand} = 0.03) (cm)</th>
<th>(Ro, \text{d}_{50} = 2.07) (cm)</th>
<th>(Ro, \text{d}_{50} = 5.51) (cm)</th>
<th>(Ro, \text{plastic} = 0.03) (cm)</th>
<th>(Ro, \text{granite} = 0.24) (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural fans</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R20</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Here \(Ro = w_s/(\kappa u^*)\) (dimensionless). The grain settling velocity \(w_s\) is calculated with the Ferguson and Church [2004] formulation, \(w_s = \frac{C_1}{\sqrt {C_2 \rho g h}}\), where \(C_1 = 18\) and \(C_2 = 1\) for natural grains, \(R\) is the relative submerged density of the grains, \(d\) is the grain diameter, and \(\kappa\) is the kinematic viscosity of water. The shear velocity \(u^*\) is estimated from the depth-slope product, \(u^* = \sqrt {ghS}\), where we use \(h\) measured within the channels and \(S\) the average measured coarse fan slope, and \(\nu\) is von Kármán’s constant, 0.41. The data for natural fans is averaged over the four alluvial fans described in Stock et al. [2008]. Because the Stock et al. [2008] data set does not include measurements of sand grain size, the estimate of 0.03 cm diameter is used. The fine populations have Rouse numbers in the suspended regime, while the coarse populations are transported as bed load, consistent with our observations during the experiment.
from aerial images, and we used the contrast between these colors to trace the coarse fan margin (Figure 3c). We verified these methods visually, through comparison to raw images and direct observation. Because the processing involves thresholding and blurring, the determination of flow boundaries was not absolute, but for the pattern description purposes of our paper, it was sufficient.

Slope measurements. We employed both direct and indirect measures to quantify the slopes of our alluvial fans. Directly, we quantified the slope 3–5 times for each experiment by using our full topographic scans. These were profiles averaged down the central 10 cm of the final fan deposit. The reason for not using the entire radial average was that the sinuosity of the lobes at the shoreline resulted in the slope break between the coarse and fine grain deposits being unrealistically smoothed out in the radial average. A robust result is that fan profiles are linear, i.e., they exhibit very little curvature.

Because the temporal resolution of our aerial image data set was much higher than our topographic data set, and we wanted to quantify slope fluctuations through time, we also employed the indirect measure of estimating the overall slope from the mean radius location obtained from the aerial photos. We combined this mean radial growth with the sediment influx and the approximation of a conical fan volume. This method then allowed us to generate a time series of estimated fan slopes throughout a run. The average growth relation for the radius of a half-cone is:

$$r(t) = \left( \frac{6Q_s}{\pi S} \right)^{1/3} t^{1/3}$$

where $r$ is fan radius growing with time $t$, $S$ is fan slope, and $Q_s$ is sediment supply. For our fans, we also needed the angle of progradation of the coarse-grained fan over the deposit of fine grains (marked as $\alpha$ in Figure 2), and an estimate of coarse sediment porosity. To estimate our coarse grain porosity, we compared the directly measured slope value with slopes estimated using (1) and the measured angle of progradation ($\sim 4^\circ$). This $t^{1/3}$ scaling is appropriate here because of the non-negligible slope of our fans, while studies of natural deltas with very low gradient topsets scale more closely to $t^{1/2}$ [Wolinsky et al., 2010].

Avulsion timescale metrics. We used four metrics to estimate the avulsion timescale. Two were direct measurements which we relate to steps in the observed qualitative pattern of avulsion: the frequency of pulses in the average fan margin position, where a pulse corresponds to the lobe-building phase, and the frequency of the fluctuations in the fraction of the fan surface covered by water, where a high fraction corresponds to the flooding phase. The other two were statistical measures of the movement of water, which give avulsion timescales because avulsion has a systematic influence on flow behavior: the measures of the channel decorrelation time and the rate of decay of the dry fraction. The distribution of channel decorrelation times gives the distribution of times it takes for currently wetted pixels to go dry, and is a bulk measure of channel mobility. The rate of decay of the cumulated dry fraction of the fan is a measure of the time it takes for channels to fill space over the fan. We compared all four measurements of the avulsion timescale for R20, to demonstrate consistency among the methods. We then selected one method to compare between runs and to look in greater detail at the magnitude of change in the avulsion timescale through time.

4. Results

4.1. Observed Fan Behavior

In response to steady water and sediment influx, our fans exhibited a rich set of autogenic processes. Selective deposition resulted in strong grain size sorting and an abrupt coarse-fine transition, and the coarse fan steadily prograded over the fines (Figure 2). Since we propose that this transition is analogous to a transition from gravel to sand on natural rivers, the shoreline of a river delta, or the outer margin of alluvial fans, we refer to the coarse-fine boundary in our experimental fans as the ‘fan margin.’
During the initial stage of an experimental run, the coarse fan deposit was a steep pile built by unconfined flow that covered a large fraction of the surface, while the fine grains settled to begin to establish a submerged downstream blanket of sediment. The fan continued to build, with the coarse fan deposit prograding over the deposit of fine grains and the fine grains eventually building up to breach the surface of the 3 cm of standing water in the basin. We refer to the initial stage before the onset of regular channelization as the ‘spin-up time’; for R20 for example, this stage lasted for the first 200 min of the experiment. Thereafter, the channelization process observed on our fans was one of successive avulsions, which followed a well-defined pattern.

The initial phase in the avulsion sequence was a quick focusing of flow from a flood into a narrow channel (Figure 4a). The measured fraction of the fan covered by water (‘wet fraction’) abruptly dropped in this phase, and the fan margin pushed out as the channel built a lobe, resulting in a pulse on the growth of the mean fan margin. We observed in our experiments that lobe establishment took place in regions newly channelized by avulsions; to watch the progression of shoreline contours through time as the building lobes relocate in connection with avulsing channels, see Animation 1, or for a video of image differences that allows visual comparison between avulsion and lobe building see Reitz et al. [2010, Animation S1].1 The establishment of lobe geometry happened relatively quickly (Figures 4b and 4c). Following lobe establishment, the focus of deposition was seen to slowly progress back from the fan margin toward the apex, as the channel filled in available space between the lobe margin and the apex, including the space within the channel itself (Figure 4d). When the channel was filled with sediment, the unconfined flow broke into a flood over the fan (Figure 4e). A new route was selected, and the sequence repeated (Figure 4f).

The channels we observed radiated from the apex, with each lobe subtending an angle of approximately 36°, or π/5 radians, establishing a network of 4–5 channel paths. As reported in our previous paper, we observed the maintenance of this channel network as avulsing channels showed

---

1Animation is available in the HTML.
a marked tendency to reactivate former flow paths [Reitz et al., 2010]. As an example illustration of this effect, we plot the cumulated stratigraphy of one cross-section from a series of 5-min interval repeat topographic scans in one place, which plots contours of sediment deposited at a given time that was not subsequently re-eroded, analogous to a map of a stratigraphic cross-section. In this map, we can see examples of the reoccupation of channels that had previously been filled (Figure 5).

[34] One pattern dictated by channel path selection behavior is the manner of fan margin growth (Animation 1). In composite images of the fan margin contours throughout an experiment, channel locations are visible as lobe growth locations. Fan margin growth primarily occurred via the revisiting and enlargement of existing lobes (Figure 6a). (Though the number of lobes stayed roughly constant through our experiment, this number would likely start to increase with radius at some scale, at least when lobe size begins to approach the size of our fans.) For the purpose of examining these maps, a reoccupation event was defined visually as a lobe that subtended the same angle as the previous occupation in the region. We observed reoccupation to be a tendency, not a deterministic behavior, so that not all lobes visible in Figure 6a are reoccupying former paths, but there are several clear examples where they do.

[35] Since we observed that lobe geometry tended to be circular with respect to a local radius of curvature much smaller than the fan radius, we can use this local circularity as

![Figure 5](image5.png)

**Figure 5.** The cumulated stratigraphy of one cross-section through time, plotting contours of deposited sediment that was not subsequently eroded, at a location approximately 20 cm downstream of the fan inlet. Scans (contours) were repeated every five minutes. The gap near 2 cm height is due to missing data. The colors from blue to red represent the progression through ~15 h of R20. This cumulated stratigraphy map contains information about channel dynamics, including channelization, channel filling, and channel reoccupation (boxed example).

![Figure 6](image6.png)

**Figure 6.** (a) Two-minute contours of the growth through time of the fan margin of R20 show that existing channel lobes get revisited and enlarged, as in the two indicated examples of reoccupied lobes. Thick black lines mark locations where the shoreline persisted in one place for an extended period of time, while thin lines represent single contours and show the rapid progradation that occurs during lobe formation. (b) A map view sketch of the relevant variables of (2), including the fan radius $r$, lobe radius of curvature $R$, opening angle $\theta$, and initial fan radius $r_0$ and lobe radius of curvature $R_0$. 
a constraint to allow us to make geometric predictions about the manner of lobe growth for the case of reoccupying channels. Fan margin growth is then subject to the conditions that: (1) channels reoccupy former paths; (2) average growth must be radial with respect to the fan apex; and (3) lobe geometry is locally semicircular. These conditions are sufficient to describe the growth of lobe radius of curvature with fan radius.

We solve for the evolution of lobe radius of curvature $R$ with fan radius $r$, given initial $R_0$ and $r_0$ and the opening angle $\theta$ (Figure 6b; see Appendix for intermediate steps). The final result is a simple though awkward equation for $R(r, r_0, R_0, \theta)$:

$$R = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \sin^2 \theta \left( r + r_0 \cos \theta - R_0 - r_0 + \sqrt{R_0^2 - r_0^2 \sin^2 \theta} \right)^2 \right\}^{-\frac{1}{2}}$$

We test this predicted evolution using measurements of two reoccupied lobes on our experimental fan (Figure 7). We find agreement with the predicted evolution. The confirmation of this geometric growth supports our assumptions, indicating that (1) reoccupation can be used as a condition for projecting shoreline growth patterns, and (2) while overall growth is radial with respect to the apex, lobe growth is also fundamentally constrained by the circular filling of space.

4.3. Self-Organization of Channels and Fan Slope

Threshold channel geometry. Our fans exhibited strong channelization, with self-formed banks incised into the fan topography, and no detected levees. Measured channel depths $h$ and widths $B$ are reported in columns (c)–(d) of Table 1. Each reported value is an average of the measurements of at least five different channels, taken in the upper ‘bypass’ reaches. We did not see a trend of changing channel geometry with time. Our topographic resolution was not high enough to determine channel cross-sectional shape, so we have presented single numbers as representative channel depths and widths. We found that measured channel geometries did not vary much between R5 and R20, though coarse sediment supply was varied by a factor of four. This finding contrasts with equilibrium channel theory, which predicts an interdependence between channel geometry and sediment supply [e.g., Parker, 1978], but is consistent with a canal geometry control.

We compute the expected equilibrium canal geometry for our channels using the Savenije [2003] theoretical rederivation of the empirical Lacey canal formulae, which seems to be generally applicable to straight reaches of stable threshold channels. The derivation uses the sinusoidal shape of a stable threshold channel, for which gravity and fluid drag are in balance, to solve for the relation between mean channel depth ($h$) and width ($B$):

$$h = \frac{2 \tan \phi}{\pi} B,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3a)

where $\phi$ is the angle of repose of the bed material. This equation can be combined with the water continuity equation $Q_w = uhB$, to give:

$$B = \frac{\pi^2 Q_w}{2 u \tan \phi}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3b)

where $u$ is the average bankfull within-channel velocity and $Q_w$ is water flux. Since we did not directly measure flow velocity, but estimated it with the continuity equation,
(3b) for us is more a consequence of (3a) than an independent measurement. We measured the angle of repose of our grains to be 38°.

In our experiments, measured channel geometries corresponded closely to these canal formula predictions (Table 3). In contrast, using the Parker [1978] equilibrium gravel bedded stream equations with our critical Shields stress of 0.3 predicted an unrealistic slope of 2.24 for our measured channel depth, or unphysical (negative or imaginary) channel depths for our measured slopes. These calculations support our hypothesis that these out-of-equilibrium channels organize to the entrainment threshold.

Fan slope dynamics. From our topographic scans, we measured the fan slope 3–5 times for each experiment. We found that while there was some variation, these slope measurements were generally consistent, and did not show a trend of change through time or with gravel fraction. The average slope for R5 was 0.19 (range 0.16–0.23), and the average slope for R20 was 0.17 (range 0.16–0.20).

For an estimate of the porosity of our coarse-grain deposits, here we compare the measured slope value with slopes estimated using (1), and the angle of progradation (4°). We observed in R20 (Figure 8) that the slope estimated in this way decreased over the spin-up timescale of ~200 min to reach an equilibrium value, around which it fluctuated for the rest of the experiment. Since the equilibrium slope values between the two runs were similar, we used a representative value of 0.2 for our calculations. This value produces an estimated porosity of 0.5 for run R20; we apply this value for R5 as well, where experimental challenges made the shoreline position difficult to resolve. The deposit cross-sections between the two runs did not show a noticeable porosity difference.

The magnitude of total slope fluctuations within one run was ~10% of the slope value (Figure 8 inset). The magnitude of these fluctuations was slightly less than the magnitude of variation in our direct slope measurements; this is likely because the direct measurements were over a subsection of the fan, whereas the conical slope estimates use the average radius of the entire fan, and slope variation can be larger on a local scale. The fluctuations of Figure 8 are reminiscent of those seen in other noncohesive fan experiments [Kim et al., 2006a; Kim and Jerolmack, 2008], although fluctuations there were of a smaller magnitude (1–4%). In R5, the trend showed a longer timescale to equilibrium, of approximately 400 min. The equilibrium slopes were reached approximately 25–30% of the way through the runs, which were stopped when the coarse fan neared the width of the tank. The steady slope value was therefore not a result of a boundary condition where the edge of the tank removed incoming sediment, but resulted rather from internal fan dynamics. We also observed that the equilibrium time of ~200 min in R20 was the time at which the avulsion cycle became regular in the sense of following the sequence steps described in the introduction. This covariance is consistent with the idea that the avulsion cycle itself could be responsible for the slope self-regulation, which would fit with our interpretation.

We can now calculate the theoretical growth relation (1). Using our measured slope value, and adjusting

| Channel Geometries of Our Experimental Fans, Compared With Predictions of the Savenije [2003] Threshold-Channel Frameworka |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| h (cm) | B (cm) | Savenije h (cm) | Savenije B (cm) |
| R5 | 0.93 | 5.63 | 0.91 | 5.74 |
| R20 | 0.52 | 6.32 | 0.72 | 4.55 |

aWhere h is channel depth, B is channel width, R5 is the run with 5% coarse material, and R20 is the run with 20% coarse material.

**Figure 8.** Bulk slope of R20 fan (unitless ratio), calculated with the average fan margin position and the volume influx of sediment, assuming a conical shape (1). After a time of ~200 min, the slope reaches the equilibrium value of ~0.2, the same value obtained by topographic scans (Table 1). The (inset) razorback shape of detrended slope fluctuations are reminiscent of the fluctuations of the avalanching slopes of dry granular piles (e.g., razorback sandpile mass fluctuations of Held et al. [1990, Figure 2d]), in that the slope slowly increases before reaching a threshold value, and abruptly decreases as stored sediment is released and the mean fan margin extends.
the sediment flux by dividing it by our estimated porosity and lessening it by the volume lost as the coarse grains prograde at the measured angle over the fine-grain deposit, we calculate \( r(t) = 5.75t^{1/3} \). A direct fit of our data with the expected exponent of 1/3 returns a coefficient of 5.53, with \( R^2 = 0.96 \). The correspondence of the expected and observed coefficients verifies that our experimental fans’ bulk behavior can be well described with cone geometry; it also provides support for our porosity estimate and the assumption of a linear fan profile.

As discussed, our channels were likely in a transitional regime between laminar and turbulent flow (Table 2). An appropriate critical Shields stress for our grains could lie anywhere within the range of observed values, \( \tau^*_{c} \sim 0.05–0.3 \) [Yalin and Karahan, 1979; Buffington and Montgomery, 1997; Lobkovsky et al., 2007]. Our estimated Shields stress values of \( \sim 0.3 \) (Table 2, column (i)) might indicate that our experimental fans are organized to slopes near critical. Though we cannot say conclusively whether our fans are organized to this type of critical slope, the consistency of bulk measured slopes within and across our runs allows us to state that the system did organize to some particular equilibrium slope. That the slope did not vary between runs, though the (coarse grain) feed rate varied by a factor of four, conflicts with equilibrium channel theory, and suggests that the slope must have been set by factors that were constant across runs: namely, the water flux and the sediment type.

### 4.4. Avulsion Process and Timescale

To measure the avulsion timescale in our experiments, we used the four methods described in Section 3.3. First, we examined the frequency of pulses superimposed on the mean fan margin growth trend. We observed that these pulses were periodic, but with a period that increased with time through the experiment, as we hypothesized (Figure 9a). We measured these periodicities by running autocorrelations on detrended segments of the pulsing fan margin. These timescales ranged from \( \sim 20–25 \) min for \( R^2 \), for times in the experiment from \( \sim 100–500 \) min. Similarly, we measured the frequency of fluctuations in the fan wet fraction (Figure 9b), and this measurement also yielded timescales of approximately \( 20–25 \) min. Our measurement of the channel decorrelation timescale gave a distribution of time lapses for wetted pixels to become dry. (d) A measurement of the average decay of cumulative dry fraction, as dry portions of the fan are progressively visited by the flow. The dry fraction decay is well approximated with a harmonic decay fit (4) with an internal timescale of 18 min. While power law with exponent 0.29 can also be used to describe the increasing cumulative inundation, the harmonic decay function provides a more parsimonious description, as it uses only the single parameter of the avulsion timescale itself. The various measures of avulsion timescale are consistent.

\[
 f_{dry}(t) = \frac{f_{dry,0}}{1 + \frac{t}{T_A}} \tag{4}
\]

where \( f_{dry}(t) \) is the average decay of the dry fraction with time, \( f_{dry,0} \) is the initial dry fraction, and \( T_A \) is the avulsion timescale. Cazanachi et al. [2002] described the time constant in the decay as a landscape reworking time, related to how
long it takes to eventually activate the entire fan surface, and conjectured that this may be representative of the time it takes to fill a channel. We find agreement with this idea, in that the \( T_A \) resulting from our fit (Figure 9d) is 18 min, and consistent with our other measurements of the avulsion timescale.

Using the shoreline pulse method we measured three separate avulsion timescales for each experiment to assess variations in the coarse fan \( T_A \) with coarse feed rate through time. For this analysis, we segmented the detrended shoreline to portions of four pulses each, measured the peak of the autocorrelation of each segment, and plotted the measured peak in the middle of the segment. We confirm our hypothesis that the avulsion timescale increases with time for both R5 and R20, and that avulsion timescales are longer for the lower coarse sediment feed rate of R5 (Figure 10).

5. Discussion

5.1. Reoccupation and Fan Margin Growth

Our formulation of the growth of lobe radius of curvature with fan radius worked well to describe the manner in which reoccupying channels widened their lobes. Lobe radius of curvature is of particular interest in our slope-driven framework because it is closely linked to the distrainment slope, and according to our formulation, the center of this radius of curvature marks the hinge point from which this slope is established. Though we could not resolve the height of this hinge point with our topographic data and therefore infer distrainment slope values in our experiment, our formulation of \( R(p) \) can be taken as a first step toward making this quantification in future studies.

5.2. Channels and Threshold Slopes

Threshold channel geometry. In the previous section, we showed that our channel dimensions are similar to those expected for threshold-organized canals, and in conflict with the equilibrium channel geometry predictions. These channel geometry predictions from Parker [1978] would not however be likely to apply in this case because they make use of flow resistance and sediment transport relations calibrated specifically from the wide gravel bedded streams for which the Parker framework is designed, which are not justifiably transferrable to our experimental channels, where we might expect different relationships. Because our channels were self-formed by material moving as bed load, we would however expect that a gravel bedded stream could be an appropriate natural analogue. The distinguishing characteristic that we propose sets the geometries of our channels is that these bypass channels are not in equilibrium with the high flux of incoming sediment, and can therefore be organized to a threshold grain entrainment stress.

The correspondence between our measured channel dimensions and the canal geometry predictions supports our idea that the upper reaches of our fans are acting as sediment bypass systems with a slope corresponding to a grain entrainment stress, while the grains distrain at a lower slope at the foot of the channel and progressively backfill. Our channels likely present an end-member case, in that their entrainment and distrainment reaches are so distinct; this may be due to a higher initial momentum of grains entering the experimental system, or to the steep slope set by our coarse, heavy grains. However, some reach separation effect should be generally present in all recursively avulsing systems, though perhaps not as clearly expressed. Results from other experimental fan studies support this separation; Sheets et al. [2002] for example measured an inverse relation between flow occupation and effective rates of aggradation. Their results demonstrated that the upstream portions of channels exhibited little to no deposition — i.e., they acted as bypass reaches. In nature, steep, coarse-grained alluvial fans on which inertia and gravity effects can be strong might also be expected to express a detectable separation between zones of entrainment and distrainment. The Stock et al. [2008] study of alluvial fans found that the upper portions of fans show both linear profiles and a lack of the grain size trends expected from downstream fining effects, consistent with sediment bypass as a possible interpretation. An important distinction for translating our results to real fans is that in nature, flow on fans is intermittent, and when the flow drops, grains can cease transport to deposit in the upper bypass zones. According to our hypotheses this deposition would however be generally temporary: at this established entrainment slope, the position of a grain sitting atop the channel bed is unstable, because it is above entrainment threshold for bankfull flood. It interferes with the threshold channel geometry, which will be re-established once the flow reaches flood levels again.

The consideration of separate entrainment and distrainment conditions, and of ‘bypass reaches’ connecting the inlet to the moving distrainment boundary, may be a key, unexplored dynamic of channels in depositional systems.

Controls on bulk slope. Because the Savenije [2003] equations depend only on bed load grain type and water flux, not on sediment flux, they predict approximately the same channel geometries for both of our runs, and this is what we see, despite a factor of four change in coarse sediment supply. If bulk fan slope is also set by either the entrainment or distrainment of grains, we would expect the threshold criterion to result in a fairly constant slope between runs, which it is. This observation is in contrast with the Parker et al. [1998a] model, which predicts a slope proportional to the sediment flux, and with other studies that have documented bed load channel slope dependence on sediment.

Figure 10. Measured avulsion timescales obtained from autocorrelations of detrended shoreline pulses are seen to increase through time and to be longer for lower sediment feed rate (solid and open dots for R5 and R20). The avulsion timescales predicted from the formulation (6) proposed in the Discussion for R5 (upper line) and R20 (lower line) through time are consistent with measurements.
The Parker et al. [1998a] sediment extraction model also predicts a concave profile, whereas the linear profiles observed in our experiments support the hypothesis that the fan acts as a sediment bypass zone. We interpret that the observed disconnection of bulk slope from the imposed sediment load in our experiments is a result of our channels not being in equilibrium with the supplied load, and we expect that this non-equilibrium condition is an effect that will be present to some degree on all fans that form at slope breaks; we will explore this topic further in a future paper.

5.3. Avulsion Process and Timescale

Avulsion process. We propose an analogy between the avulsion sequence and the intermittent avalanches of granular piles, which supplies a simple explanation for the separation between entrainment and disentainment reaches suggested by our threshold channels. When a channel is cut (Figure 11a), a channel-volume layer of grains is mobilized, to deposit out at the mouth of the channel (Figure 11b). Deposition at the fan margin first locally flares out to set the local shoreline to the disentainment slope, thereby establishing the semicircular lobe geometry. (d) The channel now begins to fill in the wedge of space between the entrainment and disentainment slopes. Because grains bypass the upper entrainment reaches and are stopped only upon encountering the earlier deposits toward the shoreline, deposition progresses from the toe of the channel upstream, in a manner reminiscent of upslope-migrating stopping fronts in dry granular piles. (e) This stopping-up of the grains allows for the gradual build up to a higher slope value (Sfill) that connects the new shoreline to the apex, as the channel is filled with sediment. The fan now floods to search for a new path. Because the Sfill threshold required to cut a new channel has not been exceeded, a new channel cannot now be initiated here; however, by the time flow returns to this part of the fan, the slow aggradation of the apex (Figure 12a) will have oversteepened it again. (f) A new channel is cut and the cycle repeats.

Figure 11. Schematic of the avulsion sequence, as related to slope fluctuations. Compare with images of experimental avulsion sequence, in corresponding panels of Figure 4a–4f. (a) A channel is initially cut down to entrainment conditions, setting a within-channel slope (Sen) corresponding to a grain entrainment stress. (b) As the channel-volume of excavated grains, in addition to the constant sediment influx, runs out at the end of the channel, the shoreline advances and lowers the within-channel slope at the shoreline to a disentainment value (Sdisen), below which grains cannot be transported. (c) Unable to prograde further, the channel first flares to set the local shoreline to the disentainment slope, thereby establishing the semicircular lobe geometry. (d) The channel now begins to fill in the wedge of space between the entrainment and disentainment slopes. Because grains bypass the upper entrainment reaches and are stopped only upon encountering the earlier deposits toward the shoreline, deposition progresses from the toe of the channel upstream, in a manner reminiscent of upslope-migrating stopping fronts in dry granular piles. (e) This stopping-up of the grains allows for the gradual build up to a higher slope value (Sfill) that connects the new shoreline to the apex, as the channel is filled with sediment. The fan now floods to search for a new path. Because the Sfill threshold required to cut a new channel has not been exceeded, a new channel cannot now be initiated here; however, by the time flow returns to this part of the fan, the slow aggradation of the apex (Figure 12a) will have oversteepened it again. (f) A new channel is cut and the cycle repeats.
Figure 12. (a) Sketch of channel region slope elevations, pictured for a fan with channel reoccupation to illustrate the $\sum \Delta y$ concept. Each solid line from the shore to the apex represents the $S_{\text{fill}}$ reached the last time the region was active. Regions without recent activity have slopes from the apex height to the shoreline that are greater than $S_{\text{fill}}$, because the apex has meanwhile been aggrading. (b) A channel is initially cut into the sitting floodplain of an oversteepened region. (c) At the end of the channel activation, $T_A$ later, the region has filled with sediment, such that the slope from the shoreline to the apex is now $S_{\text{fill}}$. This enclosed volume geometrically specifies the avulsion timescale, given an incoming sediment flux. Further, for systems with separable coarse and fine grain populations, the shaded volume representing the channel which has cut, aggraded, and filled (and possibly meandered side-to-side) is filled by coarse grains, while the remaining white volume is filled by fine grains via floodplain sedimentation.

[53] For channels formed by incision, as on our experimental fans, the channelization process requires a slope such that flow is strong enough to entrain grains from the fan deposit, which we term the entrainment slope $S_{\text{ent}}$, analogous to the static angle of repose (Figures 11a and 11f). If no portion of the fan presents a steep enough path ($S \geq S_{\text{ent}}$) to focus flow into a new channel, the fan will deposit via unconfined flow until the threshold is crossed. We define $\Delta y$ (Figure 11c) to be the additional height due to vertical aggradation at the apex during the time of one avulsion sequence, resulting from the requirement that the apex build until the entrainment threshold is crossed somewhere before rechannelizing. Note that $\Delta y$ is not an independently introduced term, but a simple geometric consequence of our entrainment and disentainment threshold slope criteria. Because the slope to which a channel fills ($S_{\text{fill}}$) is lower than $S_{\text{ent}}$, the fan cannot immediately rechannelize in that location. That the value of $S_{\text{fill}}$ lies between $S_{\text{ent}}$ and $S_{\text{dist}}$ can be seen from the within-channel slope profiles of Figure 11: since $\Delta y$ at the apex maintains the equilibrium slope with respect to the mean fan radius, not to the individual active lobe, it does not increase the apex height enough compared to the localized radial increase to make $S_{\text{fill}}$ parallel to $S_{\text{ent}}$. If, after filling a given channel, the flow subsequently executes 3–4 avulsions elsewhere, it will however have elevated the apex by 3–4 multiples of $\Delta y$ (Figure 12a), and may then be sufficiently oversteepened to rechannelize there. This $S \geq S_{\text{ent}}$ threshold requirement therefore dictates a timescale over which previous channels do act as topographic repellers [e.g., Leeder, 1978; Allen, 1978]; it is only beyond this timescale that other mechanisms can induce channel reoccupation.

[54] Note that reoccupation is not required for this framework; the oversteepening condition could result from an apex elevation that exceeds the critical limit on average, but is not uniform over the newly channelized region, as it is when overlying a former occupation. This steepening at the apex with respect to a given region will be a logical result of time periods of depositional activity elsewhere on the fan in any scenario for which activity is not uniform over the fan through time; i.e., for any channelized fan system. Figure 13 shows the more generic case that does not include incidences of channel reoccupation, though reoccupation is still implied in Figure 12 because this simplification helps to illustrate the oversteepening point.

[55] If placed the context of granular avalanches, the self-organizing channel geometry would be the regulatory mechanism that causes the avulsion sequence to be one of the neatly periodic (Figure 9a) cases of granular avalanching.

[56] Avulsion timescale. The timescale of channel avulsion can be estimated in terms of the volume to be filled with sediment, divided by the rate at which sediment enters the system. In this section, we delineate the volume to be filled within an avulsion timescale, as a geometric consequence of our slope-controlled understanding of avulsion.

[57] This volume is determined by the size of a channel, and by the region of surrounding floodplain influenced by the channel, roughly defined by the angular size of the channel’s lobe at the shoreline (Figures 12c and 13c). This volume is filled as bed load deposition within a channel, floodplain deposition in the area around the channel, and by lateral channel migration, which deposits bed load over a broader area.

[58] We consider the avulsion timescale $T_A$ proposed in Reitz et al. [2010], in which the volume for $T_A$ is the product of the mean fan margin position $r(t)$, channel depth ($h$), and average wetted width ($B_{\text{eff}}$), and sediment is fed at rate $Q_s$:

$$T_A(t) = \frac{h B_{\text{eff}} r(t)}{Q_s}$$

However, we modify this timescale to include the angle subtended by a typical channel lobe ($\theta$) and to eliminate the
Figure 13. A sketch similar to Figure 12, but with the reoccupation assumption relaxed. (a) Channel regional slope elevations. (b) Initial channel cut into uneven region. (c) Channel region filled to slope of $S_{	ext{fill}}$. The height of aggradation over a newly channelized region is not now uniform, so the $\Sigma \Delta y$ of (6) to be aggraded before the next avulsion represents an average over the region. Although individual increments of $\Delta y$ are not deterministically predictable without deterministic reoccupation, the requirement that a fan be radially smooth to first order leads to $\Sigma \Delta y$ values that are on average the same as in Figure 12.

For shallower, more mobile channels, we would expect the right-hand term to play a larger role. For steep, straight-profile alluvial fans, it would be straightforward to adjust the framework for an arbitrary fan volume, such as one with a diffusive, concave slope. Also, though it would seem that $S_{\text{out}}$ and $S_{\text{dist}}$ have dropped out of the formulation, they are still present in setting $\Sigma \Delta y$ and determining channel geometry. A better quantification of $S_{\text{out}}$ and $S_{\text{dist}}$ as they relate to grain characteristics and water momentum will allow us to improve on this framework. We expect that both $S_{\text{out}}$ and $S_{\text{dist}}$ will show a dependence on water flux. Indeed, preliminary results from studies at the University of Texas at Austin indicate that the avulsion timescale varies with water flux as well as sediment flux, and they attribute the dependence on water flux to its effect on lobe runout length, which would be directly related to $S_{\text{dist}}$ [Powell et al., 2010].

[61] Note that the only assumption used to generate (6) is the separation between entrainment and distrainment slopes.

[62] Testing against experiments. Here we compare the geometric avulsion timescale prediction of (6) with our experimental avulsion data. Figure 10 plots the avulsion timescale of (6) as a function of time, growing with $r(t)$, for R5 and R20. We use $\theta = \pi/5$ (36°) and the values of $h$ and $B$ reported in Table 1. Again $Q_s$ is divided by the porosity and lessened by the volume lost as the coarse fan progrades over the fine-grained deposit. Though our measurements were not taken with the $\Sigma \Delta y$ parameter in mind, we estimate its value as follows: for a final fan deposit of 9.9 cm height at the apex, divided by 844 min runtime for an avagrgradation per channel lifetime, and multiplied by 5 for the average number of channels, we estimate $\Sigma \Delta y$ to be $1.17$ cm. That this $\Sigma \Delta y$ term is comparable to our channel depth is not likely coincidental, and is consistent with other studies in which channel depth emerges as a fundamental length scale governing fan deposition dynamics in both experiments and natural systems [Sheets et al., 2002; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007; Straub et al., 2009]. For both R5 and R20, we find agreement between measured and predicted avulsion timescales. Because the proposed timescale

\[
T_s(t) = \left[ hBr(t) + \frac{\theta}{2\pi} \Sigma \Delta yr^2(t) \right] Q_s^{-1},
\]

or, simplified,

\[
T_s(t) = \left[ hBr(t) + \frac{\theta}{6} \Sigma \Delta yr^2(t) \right] Q_s^{-1}, \tag{6}
\]

which marks out the available volume to be filled prior to avulsion and divides this by the sediment flux. This formulation neglects both the initially incised channel-volume of sediment and the volume of sediment comprising the distraintment lobe at the end of the channel, under the assumption that the latter is largely composed of the former, such that the two volumes cancel (seemingly valid for our experiments at least). It also assumes that any change in $S_{\text{fill}}$ from one period of activity to the next is negligible, an assumption supported by the consistency of bulk measured slopes in our runs through time after the avulsion cycle is established (Figure 8).

[59] The left-hand term of (6) corresponds to the channel-filling timescale proposed in Reitz et al. [2010]. The right-hand term represents the additional space-filling that must occur to fill in the angular area of the region (Figure 12c). We propose:

\[
\Sigma \Delta y_{\text{fill}}(t) = \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \right) hBr(t) Q_s^{-1},
\]

for steep, straight-profile alluvial fans, it would be straightforward to adjust the framework for an arbitrary fan volume, such as one with a diffusive, concave slope. Also, though it would seem that $S_{\text{out}}$ and $S_{\text{dist}}$ have dropped out of the formulation, they are still present in setting $\Sigma \Delta y$ and determining channel geometry. A better quantification of $S_{\text{out}}$ and $S_{\text{dist}}$ as they relate to grain characteristics and water momentum will allow us to improve on this framework. We expect that both $S_{\text{out}}$ and $S_{\text{dist}}$ will show a dependence on water flux. Indeed, preliminary results from studies at the University of Texas at Austin indicate that the avulsion timescale varies with water flux as well as sediment flux, and they attribute the dependence on water flux to its effect on lobe runout length, which would be directly related to $S_{\text{dist}}$ [Powell et al., 2010].

[61] Note that the only assumption used to generate (6) is the separation between entrainment and distrainment slopes.

[62] Testing against experiments. Here we compare the geometric avulsion timescale prediction of (6) with our experimental avulsion data. Figure 10 plots the avulsion timescale of (6) as a function of time, growing with $r(t)$, for R5 and R20. We use $\theta = \pi/5$ (36°) and the values of $h$ and $B$ reported in Table 1. Again $Q_s$ is divided by the porosity and lessened by the volume lost as the coarse fan progrades over the fine-grained deposit. Though our measurements were not taken with the $\Sigma \Delta y$ parameter in mind, we estimate its value as follows: for a final fan deposit of 9.9 cm height at the apex, divided by 844 min runtime for an avagrgradation per channel lifetime, and multiplied by 5 for the average number of channels, we estimate $\Sigma \Delta y$ to be $1.17$ cm. That this $\Sigma \Delta y$ term is comparable to our channel depth is not likely coincidental, and is consistent with other studies in which channel depth emerges as a fundamental length scale governing fan deposition dynamics in both experiments and natural systems [Sheets et al., 2002; Jerolmack and Mohrig, 2007; Straub et al., 2009]. For both R5 and R20, we find agreement between measured and predicted avulsion timescales. Because the proposed timescale
of (6) is driven simply by mass conservation on a bulk scale, we expect that it can be extended from experiments to nature.

6. Conclusion

[65] In this paper, we have presented a new framework for the understanding of avulsion mechanics, and we have directly tested aspects of this framework with our experiments. Our formulation follows from the assumption that (1) the channel-forming requirement that a critical slope to entrain grains from the bed be exceeded and the corresponding organization of specific packed channel bed geometries and (2) the momentum carried by grains entering at the fan inlet result in a slope separation corresponding to separate conditions of grain entrainment and disentrainment. Drawing from this slope separation hypothesis, we offer a new solution to the canal paradox for out-of-equilibrium channels, and present an avulsion timescale prediction from a formulation of the volume of space to be filled between avulsions.

[64] Aspects of our framework that we support with data from our experimental fans are the threshold channel predictions, the slope invariance with sediment supply, and the increase of avulsion timescale with time and decrease in timescale with sediment feed rate. Though our data support the framework of a slope separation driven by separate entrainment and disentrainment conditions, it was not feasible for us to directly measure the slope distinction in our experiments, so final confirmation will be a subject for future research. The determination of the disentrainment slope as a function of grain type, bed packing and incoming grain momentum, and the calculation of the difference between disentrainment and entrainment slopes for different types of sediment, are open, interesting questions with a wide range of implications for alluvial channels of all types. Further, the discrepancy between entrainment and disentrainment conditions in general has intriguing implications for bed load transport in any system with spatially or temporally varying depositional patterns.

Appendix A: Shoreline Geometry Evolution

[65] Below we trace the intermediate steps for arriving at (2). The aim is an equation for the evolution of lobe radius of curvature $R$ with fan radius $r$, given initial $R_0$ and $r_0$, and given the opening angle $\theta$. We can solve for this with simple geometric and algebraic manipulations; see Figure 6b for a sketch of relevant variables, and note that in the below steps, $u$, $v$, $w$, $x$, $y$, $z$, and $\alpha$ are not new variables, but stand-ins to clarify the steps.

$$x = r - r_0$$
$$w = (r_0 - R_0)\cos \theta$$
$$z = (r_0 - R_0)\sin \theta$$
$$v = \sqrt{R_0^2 - z^2}$$
$$y = w + v + x$$
$$u = \sqrt{v^2 + y^2 - 2vy\cos \theta}$$
$$\alpha = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{y\sin \theta}{u}\right)$$
$$R = \frac{u}{2\cos \alpha}$$

These steps yield (2), an equation for the evolution of lobe radius of curvature $R$, as the consequence of the stated geometric constraints.

Notation

$S_{ent}$ slope associated with organization to a grain entrainment stress

$S_{dist}$ slope associated with organization to a grain disentrainment stress

$S_{hil}$ slope connecting edge of lobe at shoreline with fan apex

$h$ channel depth

$B$ channel width

$\phi$ angle of repose of coarse sediment

$Q_w$ water flux

$u$ average bankfull within-channel flow velocity

$r$ average fan radius

$t$ time

$Q_s$ sediment flux

$S$ average fan slope

$\tau^*_c$ critical Shields stress for initiation of motion

$f_{dry}$ average decay of the dry fraction with time

$f_{dry,0}$ initial dry fraction

$T_A$ mean time period between successive avulsions

$R$ lobe radius of curvature

$R_0$ initial lobe radius of curvature

$r_0$ initial average fan radius

$\theta$ angle subtended by a channel lobe

$B_{eff}$ effective channel width

$\Delta y$ height aggraded at fan apex through the time period of one $T_A$

$\Sigma \Delta y$ total height aggraded at apex since a newly channelized region was last active
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